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Introduction to Problem 
 

As the food processing industry has evolved and developed throughout time, so has the need for metal conveyor belts due to their durability 

and sanitary qualities. In particular, breading, battering, and deep fryer conveyor lines needed stainless steel belts with more open area and less 

contact with the product. These qualities allow for easier cleaning and less buildup, yet these belts can still withstand the damaging processes 

involved with the manufacturing. 

Flex-style belts were created specifically to accommodate these types of production with the ability to flex easily around a nosebar or shaft as 

well as be capable of handling tight transfers without the loss of product. These belts are typically 

designed to be positively driven, using a sprocket system. 

The construction of a flex-style belt uses interwoven wires using a z-bend at the intersection points 

[FIG.1]. These joints have the ability to flex but in the process, cause friction between the two metal 

surfaces [FIG. 2]. The friction due to the constant flexing as a belt travels around a shaft or a nosebar, 

causes metal fatigue, much like bending a metal paperclip back and forth quickly and repeatedly. 

Eventually the paperclip will snap at the given spot, or the joint, where the flexing occurred. Likewise, 

flex-style belts are prone to premature failure at the pressure points created by the flexing at the z-bend of the weave. 

Furthermore, traditional flex-style belts are difficult to splice when a section needs replacement. Splicing requires weaving new wires, during 

which the section is repeatedly bent back and forth, leading to weak points that may be compromised and break prematurely. Splicing may also 

require welding or special tools. The process becomes time-consuming and difficult, leading to increased maintenance needs and downtime. 

 

 



Evidence of the Problem 
 

Too much strain on the z-bend at the joint of a flex-style belt may go unnoticed until a breakage occurs. A break in any given point on the metal 

conveyor belt will result in a gap, and may occur repeatedly along the length of a belt.  

When breakage occurs, a new section of belt must be spliced to the original, if it is more cost-effective than replacing the whole belt. Because 

wires are manipulated during splicing, there is an opportunity for wear and fatigue at those points, which can lead to failure.  

Spaces or gaps in the belt will make it shimmy and mistrack, causing product damage or loss. They also make it easier for the belt to get snagged 

or tangled at transfer points. Breaks in the middle of the belt can also cause slippage at the drive sprocket, allowing the belt to move or shift, 

causing it to mistrack. This type of belt can be prone to edge curling, which will cause tracking and shaking problems along the duration of the 

belt’s travel.  

Additionally, flex-style belts have a low carrying capacity and cannot handle heavier loads, making them unsuitable for some industries. Because 

of their construction, early flex-style belts lacked the durability and strength to handle heavy weight and pressure. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 



Resulting Issues 
 

All of these issues associated with breakage of a z-bend joint will lead to product displacement on the belt, damage to the product, or actual 

loss. If a belt shakes, shimmies, or mistracks, there can be product jams and loss, particularly at transfer points. 

When this occurs, or when a line breaks down completely and must be stopped for repair, the loss of production time is costly to any company. 

Combined with the cost of ingredients, product, and the actual belt itself, profit is lost every second that production is halted.  

Additionally, mitigating the problem once it has occurred can be a costly endeavor. A repair may prove frustrating, requiring more downtime for 

maintenance than is worth the lost time, or a complete replacement may be necessary. Not only are profits decreased during downtime, money 

is being spent on maintenance and labor to fix the resulting problems and clean workspaces. 

Because breakage can occur so often in this belt type, frequent replacements of sections or entire belts, need to be made. Not only does this 

mean that there are recurrent line shut-downs, it also means that the company has to maintain a significant inventory in-house. This requires 

more upfront capital to buy large quantities of replacement belts and provide the storage space to warehouse them. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 



First Evolution 
 

Flex-style belts are designed to travel around shafts and nosebars, giving them the capability of tight transfers, while still maintaining clear 

openings for easy cleaning and reduced surface area touching the products. While flex-style belts are positively driven by a sprocket system, 

reducing mistracking and slippage of the belt, the problems caused by the flexing must still be mitigated. 

Thus, flex-style belts were only the beginning of an evolution of new belt styles that could accomplish the desired goals and eliminate the friction 

caused at the z-bend of the intersection. Hinging belts became the next obvious step. If a belt is able to hinge at the contact point, rather than 

flex, stress is reduced and breakage is minimized.  

Hinging was accomplished by manipulating the z-bend of the flex-style belt. Rather than a standard z-bend (FIG. 1), belts that hinge use a 

compound angle (FIG.3).  These compound angles are designed specifically to allow for true-tracking, giving the belt perfect 

pitch. Because of this, the edges lie flat after the break-in period, allowing the belt to travel around sprockets and nosebars 

without snags or tangling. 

Rigorous tests have proven hinge-style belting to last up to ten times longer than flex-style belts.  

Despite the longer lifecycle and strength of hinge-style belting, and the ability to maintain integrity despite the open 

spacing, hinging belts underwent another transformation in their evolution, which made them even simpler to work with 

and reduced the downtime associated with general maintenance and repair that is expected in every belt’s duration of life.  

Product manufacturers’ complaints now centered around the difficulty in splicing new pieces of belt when repair was inevitable. Splicing is a 

necessary evil, as repairing a section of belt may be more cost efficient than replacing an entire length. Adding a new section of belt not only 

requires downtime and maintenance time to weave the spliced section, many times it may also require the use of special tools or welding to 

maintain the durability of the spliced section. 

 

 



Current Evolution 
 

Many conveyor belts in the food industry, especially used in breading and battering, evolved from hinge style belting to DURAFLEX™ Belts and 

Sprockets. This particular belt provides a solution for all of the aforementioned complications derived from typical flex-style and hinge-style 

belting.  

DURAFLEX is the only straight-line metal woven belt that truly hinges. Its unique engineered design allows each wire to hinge in both directions 

without causing friction at an intersection point. Figure 4 shows the DURAFLEX weave pattern which uses flatwire held with simple rods using a 

hook end. This construction gives the belt substantial strength and true hinging action.  

DURAFLEX provides the most open belt available, and it does not compromise belt strength. Unique drive sprocket openings also add increased 

strength to this design. This durability handles heavier loads than typical light-duty conveyor belts, providing maximum product support while 

surface area of the product touching the actual belt is minimized. DURAFLEX is rated at 22 lbs. per bend, whereas competitive belts are rated at 

only 18 lbs. per bend. This is especially beneficial in common applications such as baking, cooling, frying, breading, coating, battering, and 

cooling. 

The construction of DURAFLEX also adds to the increased belt life. Testing has shown that DURAFLEX lasts 39 times the amount of duty cycles 

that flex-style belts withstand, not only because premature breakage is virtually eliminated due to the true hinging action, but also because it’s 

lightweight. Reduced belt weight means that less energy is consumed and wear on the conveyor units is alleviated.  

Because of its wide open spacing, DURAFLEX is also easy to clean. Made from food-safe stainless steel, the unobstructed openings do not 

promote product or ingredient buildup. Versions certified to meet rigorous 3-A sanitary standards are also manufactured by Cambridge. 

Most notably, DURAFLEX combats the most troublesome issue of hinge-style belting – splicing. Splicing a new section 

of belt to an existing section is a difficult process for most types of belting, but because of DURAFLEX’s special weave 

and design, splicing can be done in as little as 30 seconds, with no special tools or welding. The unique design uses a 

patented Kwik Connect Splice Rod, which can be easily used to splice from the side of the belt with no weaving 

necessary. 

Because the new rod is not “woven” into the existing belt, there is no fatigue from the weaving process, which makes 

the splice as strong as the rest of the belt. It eliminates the possibility that there will be a weak point to fail.  



 

 

 

 

 

Summary 
 

Flex-style belting has evolved over time into hinge-style, and more recently, to a truly hinging conveyor belt. Not only has the engineering and 

construction of the belt changed, but the complexity of replacement has also been simplified, to save time, labor and money.  

Each new development has been made by understanding the issues that cause a customer to lose profit, creating solutions that keep lines up 

and running, minimizing shut-downs. 
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